














































































































































































The Library a wilderness of books. The 
volumes of the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and 
Seventeenth Centuries, which lie so near on 
the shelf, are rarely opened, are effectually 
forgotten and not implied by our literature 
and newspapers. ... Those old books 
suggested a certain fertility, an Ohio soil, as if 
they were making a humus for new literatures 
to spring in. I heard the bellowing of bullfrogs 
and the hum of mosquitoes reverberating 
through the thick embossed covers when I had 
closed the book. Decayed literature makes the 
richest of all soils. 

- Henry David Thoreau
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RESPONSE TO THE NYPL MASTER PLAN 
IMPROVING A RESEARCH LIBRARY FOR THE 21st CENTURY 
 

On November 15th, the New York Public Library Board of Trustees unanimously 

approved a master plan for the 42nd Street Library that no one had seen. Prepared 

by Mecanoo and Beyer Blinder Belle, the plan is the culmination of a $317 million 

project to renovate the central research library. Among its many recommendations, 

the plan calls for a new entrance on 40th Street, new stairs and elevators, an 

enlarged gift shop, and a new café. It also proposes renovated restrooms and new 

uses for rooms on the basement level and elsewhere in the building that have long 

been closed. 

Opening unused rooms and refurbishing those that are worn out should be 

commended, but many aspects of the new plan erode the connection between 

researchers and collections. Some of the rooms being refurbished once housed 

special collections and expert curators where intimate contact between visitors, 

librarians, and collections was one of the library’s celebrated strengths. The vaguely 

described use of the refurbished rooms, the scarcity of books there, and the slow 

pace at which new librarians are being hired calls into question the motivations for 

the master plan.   

As these plans were being considered NYPL held two meetings to present their 

vision for the 42nd Street Library and solicit public comment. At these meetings—

not to mention previous charrettes, stakeholder’s meetings, and surveys—the 

audience unequivocally stressed that quick access to all collections was their 

highest priority. There is little in this plan to advance that objective. Instead, money 

is being directed to add a gift shop, a café, and redundant stairs while making the 

renowned map collection more remote from users and librarians. An examination 

of the library’s master plan spending objectives reveals their misplaced priorities: 

only eight percent ($14 million) of the combined Phase II & III costs is being 

allocated towards improving research services. 

To date, NYPL has not shared floor plans with the public. There is much we still do 

not know. But the scope and cost of this master plan vastly exceeds the original 

proposal to create an “education corridor” on the basement level. From what we 

have seen, many aspects of this plan raise serious concerns.  

 

 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-public-library-releases-master-plan-to-renovate-flagship-library-1510785519
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THE STACKS 

The NYPL stacks, which constitute about one fifth of the building’s cubic space, are 

not addressed by this master plan. Instead, library officials have commissioned a 

“stacks study” from Mecanoo & BBB, which will not be completed until sometime 

in 2018 when other work is well advanced. Alarmingly, NYPL’s Mellon Director of 

Research Libraries William Kelly has stated that all options regarding the stacks are 

on the table and “we should be able to do a lot of different things.” 

For over four years, the seven floors of bookstacks that structurally support the 

Rose Reading Room have sat empty, even after library officials abandoned their 

controversial Norman Foster plan. Now they are being used for temporary storage 

for the displaced Mid-Manhattan circulating collection. The stacks have a storage 

capacity for three million books. Even with the recently expanded storage under 

Bryant Park, over five million items remain in remote storage in New Jersey. 

Returning the stacks to their original use would create onsite storage capacity of 

approximately eight million books, greatly improving access to the collection. 

The stacks are critical to the research function of the library. Neither Butler Library 

at Columbia, nor Firestone at Princeton has emptied its stacks in order to gain 

access to the expanded (millions) of books made available by participation in the 

ReCAP shared collection. Why not use the stacks so readers at NYPL can have ready 

access to more onsite books and access to ReCAP books? It is possible to have both. 

Library officials claim the stacks require $46 million in upgrades to their climate 

controls. This is a fraction of the cost of the estimated $517 million that will 

eventually be spent on Mid-Manhattan and the 42nd Street Library. CSNYPL 

questions why Mecanoo & BBB have been hired to undertake the study. Rather 

than waste time and money exploring other uses that researchers do not want, 

NYPL should solicit bids from engineering firms to upgrade the climate controls so 

books can be returned to the stacks permanently.  

 

THE MAP DIVISION 

The Map Division contains one of the world’s unrivaled collections of cartographic 

materials. Under NYPL’s master plan, the storage rooms adjacent to the Map Room 

(Room 117) would be converted to a café. Library officials insist climate controls in 

this space are not adequate to protect materials and want them relocated to 

storage under Bryant Park.   

CSNYPL opposes converting the Map Division into a coffee shop. A café will create 

unnecessary noise and distraction for readers in the Map Room, especially as the 
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two spaces are connected through two doors. It replaces key library functions with 

services that are inessential to the library’s mission and should be located 

elsewhere or eliminated altogether. We strongly urge NYPL to keep the map 

collection near users. Ensuring the long-term preservation of this precious 

collection is critical, and NYPL should upgrade HVAC, add window shading, and 

improve artificial lighting. These infrastructure improvements would allow the map 

collection to remain with proper climate controls and would be equally necessary 

to convert the space to a café. 

 

VISITOR CIRCULATION 

NYPL proposes to cut a new entrance into the landmarked exterior at 40th Street 

and add a new stair and elevator bank adjacent to the south hall. This is a radical 

alteration to the structure and design of the building. The stated justification for 

such significant change is the wish to accommodate future programs for high school 

and university groups and to provide an employee entrance.  

Carrère & Hastings designed a beautiful stair in the south hall, and though it has 

been insensitively altered and remains closed to the public, it is still there to serve 

every floor (Fig. 1). Library officials contend this stair is cut off from the rest of 

basement floor by the freight entrance. A more modest stair connecting the 

basement to the first floor could overcome this inconvenience while taking 

advantage of the existing and plentiful stairs in the building (Fig. 2). A master plan 

with such extravagant and redundant circulation might indicate undisclosed 

priorities. It may be that the new stairs and elevators are aimed primarily at more 

efficient access for caterers at the many private functions held at NYPL.   

Instead of these costly alterations, CSNYPL urges library officials to give priority to 

upgrades of the slow and inefficient elevators in the north hall that inconvenience 

readers and researchers. Additionally, the two unused Astor Hall entrances on Fifth 

Avenue could be opened to ease congestion, especially as the bag checks there have 

created bottlenecks.   

 

GOTTESMAN HALL AND CELESTE BARTOS FORUM 

The gift shop will be relocated to the first floor of the South Court infill designed by 

Davis Brody Bond in 2002. And, next to it, Gottesman Hall will house a new rotating 

exhibition of items from the NYPL collections. Mecanoo proposes cutting a new 

connection between Gottesman Exhibition Hall and the gift shop. 
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CSNYPL opposes creating new entrances in Gottesman Hall, which would result in 

the loss of historic fabric and undermine the design of an interior worthy of 

landmark status. President Marx has repeatedly promised that renovations would 

respect these historic interiors, but these alterations flagrantly violate that pledge.  

Phase Three of the Master Plan includes the renovation of the Celeste Bartos 

Forum. The skylights in this room have been severely compromised and many were 

closed during previous building campaigns. We recommend restoring these 

skylights to their original appearance and functionality. CSNYPL makes the same 

suggestion for the closed skylights in other rooms on the third floor. 

 

SECOND FLOOR ROOMS 

There are four large, handsome, unused rooms off of the south hall on the second 

floor, one of them large enough to be used as a film set for the trustees meeting in 

Frederick Wiseman’s promotional film. What is planned for Rooms 201 and 204? 

When some these rooms are described as multi-purpose, is it implied that they will 

not be used to store books, documents and the readers who consult them? Using 

rooms 200 and 200a for staff does not make them “shared amenities” as described 

in NYPL documents. Indeed, these spacious, light-filled rooms will remain closed to 

public use. The plan should specify the purpose of these rooms.  Uses for other 

rooms remain vague of unspecified. What are the plans for the original Shipping 

Room on the basement’s southwest corner? Labeled plans are need for public 

discussion. 

 

EXPANDED HOURS 

CSNYPL has repeatedly advocated for longer hours of operation in the 42nd Street 

Library. In 1971, Mayor Lindsay’s budget cuts forced the library to slash operating 

hours in half, from 84 hours a week down to 40 hours. Currently, the library remains 

open 56 hours per week and is open until 7:45pm on only two weekdays - far short 

of pre-1970s norms. 

In the 2015 Request for Qualifications (RFQ) distributed to architects, NYPL states 

“70% of visitors to our physical locations cite access to our materials, spaces and 

technology as the most important reason for visiting the library - and cite extended 

hours as their number one requested improvement.” And the strategic objectives 

for the programming design brief included in the Request for Proposal (RFP) 

promises: “We will open portions of the library for longer hours.” Yet NYPL 
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representatives have made no announcement of expanded hours at the two public 

presentations on the master plan. 

NYPL must restore library service in the Rose Reading Room to twelve hours a day, 

seven days a week. This can be done now; there is no reason to delay expanded 

hours until other portions of the master plan are completed in 2021.  

 

CONCLUSION 

There is little in this plan that advances the goal of providing researchers with faster 

and better access to NYPL’s collections; in fact, the plan to relocate the maps does 

exactly the opposite. Instead, NYPL concentrates on commercializing the first floor 

with a larger café and retail store. The questionable need for a third stairway in the 

south side of the building may also be driven by commercial considerations—the 

needs of caterers. Smaller second floor rooms once housed expert curators and 

special collections. The Mecanoo/BBB proposal substitutes unspecified uses for 

these rooms, but without books and curators, their utility is diminished, and 

collections remain remote from readers. This grand building can accommodate 

many uses, but changes should serve the needs of readers and researchers above 

shoppers and diners. 

NYPL’s promise of an open, transparent, participatory planning process has a hollow 

ring when its trustees approve a master plan based on a video and a few renderings 

without public consent. Where are the actual plans? Why was approval given before 

any public comment? And when will the modest suggestions that come from 

researchers who love and use the library be given priority? It is not too late to heed 

public preferences. The plan could easily be modified to incorporate many of these 

suggestions without increasing its cost (in fact the opposite would be the case). 

There is still time for NYPL to avoid unpopular and costly mistakes. CSNYPL will 

continue to advocate for improved access to collections and restoration of library 

services. We urge NYPL to give priority to readers and researchers at the 42nd Street 

Library. 

Finally, a master plan that ignores the stacks is no master plan at all. Returning the 
collections to this great unused asset should be the central feature of any sensible 
plan. 
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Fig. 1.     The 42nd Street Library’s South Staircase. Currently closed to the public, the stairs 
access every floor and feature a small version of the Rose Reading Room sky mural.  
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Fig. 2.     First floor plan showing existing and proposed major vertical circulation. Three 
stairways serve the south side (left) and one serves the north (right). Note: NYPL has not 
provided plans so this diagram is intended to represent what can be assumed  from their 
vague presentation. 



Subject: New York Public Library: Mid-Manhattan plans especially 
 

Dear Public Official,  
 
Please pay critical attention to the plans to renovate the Mid-Manhattan 
and 42nd Street public library buildings. As a historian of architecture, I 
offer praise for PAST achievements of Mecanoo and of Beyer Blinder Belle, 
the architects proposing new plans, but there are problems with the 
PRESENT plans for the Mid-Manhattan and the initial proposals for the 
42nd Street Libraries. 
        Some have to do with rivaling taxpaying businesses.   
. 
1.  Are nearby cafes and restaurants aware of the future competition between 
their tax-paying businesses and the cafes planned for the 42nd street and Mid-
Manhattan buildings?  Probably not, because they do not yet realize the threat to 
their income and  are not reading about the Library’s plans.   Library users might 
like a small coffee counter in each library, but neither building needs a whole 
café, nor should they compete with local businesses. (The one at 42nd Street will 
actually mean altering the valuable Map Room’s services!)   It will also cost plenty 
of money to build the rooftop café, while the Library trustees can’t seem to find 
any funds to air-condition and add sprinklers to the 7 floors of stacks at 
42nd street and return over 2.5 million books to the building from costly storage 
repositories.  Does anyone in City government look hard and critically at the way 
in which the Library spends money? 

2.  The so called “wizard’s hat” on top of the café at Mid-Manhattan  is going to 
cost a lot of money to build. The only reason to have this dramatic peaked ceiling 
is to make the space appealing for private events such as wedding receptions, 
which are already held in the 42nd Street building in competition with tax-paying 
catering facilities. .  Even if event revenue is anticipated for the Library, the 
revenue Is uncertain. What is certain is that the City and Library should not be 
spending money up front on something superfluous.   The cafe itself is 
superfluous.  This is a library, not a place of amusement. One needn't cancel out 
the other---unless money is tight, as the Library claims when the matter of 
restoring books to the 42nd Street stacks is raised. 

3.  The idea that the book stacks at Mid-Manhattan  are ‘flexible’ is worrying. The 
word ‘flexible’ means that at some point, they could be removed.  When you 
consider that the Library trustees let the Donnell Library shrink beyond 



recognition and that 2.5 million or more books were removed from 42nd Street, 
you might want to ask just what flexibility means in the present case. 

4.  The new plan for the research book stacks at Mid-Manhattan seems not to 
provide any shelves or ways for a reader to spread out a book to see if he wants 
to take it back to his seat across the atrium.  A reader doesn’t always go to a 
bookshelf for a specific volume. He browses, he compares, he looks up one thing 
in an index.  For these and other normal activities, he needs a shelf added to the 
end vertical wall of a stack. Ideally, there might be a desk and chair here and 
there in case he needs to compare a couple of volumes, or to take a brief note---
not to sit there for more than 5 minutes.  This should be a simple thing to 
fix.  Please request this from the architects 

5.  When people come to a library, they come to find information, not to see 
vistas. Ms. Houben, the generally admirable Dutch architect hired for Mid-
Manhattan, has in a public meeting said that book stacks should not obscure 
vistas.  Perhaps if she were a student or library user, she would be willing to trade 
some vistas for actual reference materials. I do not want a library to look like a jail 
cell, but referring to views is irrelevant to functional planning. 

Citizens will be grateful to you for looking long, hard, and critically at the Library's 
plans. 

  

Respectfully, 

(Dr.) Carol Herselle Krinsky,  

Professor of Art History, NYU College of Arts and Science.  

Member: Committee to Save the NY Public Library 

 



New York City Council - Committee on Cultural Affairs, Libraries and 
International Intergroup Relations, 

T2018-1322 FY 2019 Preliminary Budget and Oversight Hearings - Libraries 

March 16, 2018, Committee Room, City Hall 

Testimony by Veronika Conant, M.L.S. 

45 W 54 St, 7C, New York, NY 10019  vaconant@yahoo.com  212 581-1895 

Dear Chair and Committee Members, 

I am Veronika Conant, a retired academic librarian, member of the Committee to 
Save the New York Public Library, and past President of the West 54 - 55 Street 
Block Association, active during the disastrous sale of the Donnell Library. I am 
writing this testimony in my own name. 

I strongly support plans to increase for all three public library systems the 
operating budgets, to create baseline capital budgets and to support FY 2019 
capital funding of much needed repairs and upgrades and invest in preventive 
maintenance. 

Libraries today are more important than ever before, allowing everyone safe, free 
use of resources, help to develop critical thinking skills and evaluate information. 

I would like to address concerns about and recommendations for NYPL’s plans 
for: 

1)  Master Plan for the 42nd Street Research Library, costing $317 million, 
w/o including the seven floors of book stacks for which the City owned 
building was built in 1911 by the City on land owned by the City.  According 
to the original agreement between the NYPL and City, NYPL agreed to function 
as the free public research library for the City, develop the research collection 
and provide free access to research materials for all New Yorkers and visitors in 
exchange for the City to provide and maintain the building. This arrangement 
has worked extremely well for over 100 years and made NYPL into an 
internationally respected research institution. This arrangement is 
currently threatened. 

NYPL’s current construction priorities are very troubling. There is no overall 
vision, just expensive and mostly low priority plans. Almost five years after NYPL 
emptied the book stacks in secret  and carted off-site about three million 
research materials, close to four years after they abandoned the Central Library 

mailto:vaconant@yahoo.com


Plan (CLP), NYPL is now doing a stacks study, still ignoring the needs of 
researchers who request the return of the research collection from off-site. There 
is a large off-site storage in ReCAP (Research Collections and Consortium), 
in Princeton NJ, about 50 miles away, shared with Princeton and Columbia, with 
over 5.2 million research items from NYPL’s collection.  

Now NYPL wants this shared consortia arrangement to remain permanent. 
Our public library has essentially outsourced its unique research collection 
and hundreds of library jobs to Princeton, NJ, another state. Access to the 
off-site collection has been taking too long, is poorly organized and is 
causing research and researchers severe problems.  

The Committee to Save the NYPL separately submitted an official Response to 
the Master Plan, please look at that carefully. The cost of $317 million for internal 
renovation of the 42nd Street Library is far too high, especially without doing 
anything in the stacks. The empty stacks would need only $46-47 million one 
time expense (cost for about 160,000 sf would be under $300 per sf) to 
upgrade their existing HVAC and sprinkler systems and allow return of the 
three million research materials into a closed, extremely efficient and 
functional book delivery system for easy access to researchers in the Rose 
Reading Room, above.  

I am very strongly against the Master Plan (Central Library Plan in disguise) 
and ask you to please practice your oversight powers and do not allow any 
capital improvements in the building until the HVAC is upgraded in the 
book stacks and the research collection is returned there. This must be 
PRIORITY ONE. 

Only what can not be kept on location belongs off-site. 

The cost of ReCAP for each member is according to their size and frequency of 
use.  In 2016 NYPL contributed about 38.4% of the cost, the largest. 
Princeton only contributes about 23.7%, with Columbia in between. NYPL must 
disclose the annual cost of ReCAP.  

Fortunately NYPL is in the middle of a large metropolis. Both NYPL and 
Columbia are members of METRO (Metropolitan NY Library Council), a 275 
member group of local libraries which, through a cooperative agreement, 
provides access to the collections of all participating libraries either through 
interlibrary loan of circulating materials with daily deliveries, or by getting a 
METRO referral card from the originating library for a one-time, on-site use of 
any of the 275 libraries. This can be repeated as many times as needed. 
Therefore, instead of loosing access to millions of materials from NYPL’s 



collection stored permanently off-site, if the three million items are returned to the 
42nd Street book stacks, where they belong, NYPL users can get a METRO card 
any time and use Columbia, NYU, etc. much better than access to Princeton’s 
collection would allow, also making the collection easily accessible to all New 
Yorkers. 

2) Branch libraries 

Even after the 42nd Street book shelves are again full, construction plans for the 
rest of the building need careful study of each component. $317 million for the 
interior construction is a very steep price. In comparison, NYPL’s Estimated FY 
2017 - 2020 total construction needs for 54 individual NYPL libraries, 
including the circulating branch libraries and more for system-wide work 
are almost $332 million. 

I recommend to study the list at the NYS Library’s website   Estimated New 
York State Public Library Construction Needs 2016-2020: Library Development: 
New York State Library 
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  and fund the capital needs in those branches before allowing additional 
funds spent on the 42nd Street Library. 

 

http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/construc/needs.htm#NYPL
http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/construc/needs.htm#NYPL
http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/construc/needs.htm#NYPL


In addition, there are plans to demolish and replace the popular and much used, 
single standing Inwood Library with a new one as part of a large, new, 
affordable housing development. The community is still fighting these efforts. 

3) Mid-Manhattan Renovation 

I was delighted to hear in 2014 that NYPL decided not to sell the most heavily 
used circulating branch library in Manhattan, but renovate it. Plans are for a 
100,000 sf, 400,000 volume collection. It is good to open up and reconfigure 
space in a different way.  However, I have major problems with the expensive 
($200 million) and most intrusive plans  for the interior renovation of the Mid-
Manhattan Library. The architect plans to cut a large atrium out of the middle of 
the Library, and on one side will be a  windowless "long room", filled with book 
stacks, and on the other side the library users will have seating, computers, etc. 
The two will be connected by walkways.  

From the City's Geographic Information System:   
Mid-Manhattan Library: 6 floors, Gross Floor Area: 154,328 sf (estimated),  Lot 
area: 21,190 feet, 
Lot Frontage: 112.83' (on Fifth Ave), Lot Depth (on E 40th Street): 175'. 

Originally, in 1970 NYPL opened the Mid-Manhattan Library on the top three 
floors of the old Constable department store (the rest of the building only became 
part of Mid-Manhattan in 1982). In 1970 a Wilson Library Journal article states 
"the building, whose lower floors house a department store, provides three floors 
(63,000 square feet), seating for 1,033 and a book stack capacity of 
700,000". By 1982 the collection was over 500,000. After the Donnell closed in 
2008, its World Languages Collection (about 175,000 volumes) went to Mid-
Manhattan, so by then it must have been filled to capacity. Mid-Manhattan users 
know that NYPL removed a substantial part of the circulating collection while 
expecting it to close, so a 400,000 volume collection is already a low number.  

Concerns: 

a)   Instead of enlarging the space, creating an atrium means a loss of 
spacious and precious floor space. It is not a good design for a library -  also 
what will be the cost of heating/cooling?  

b)  100,000 square feet costing in an interior renovation $200 
million amounts to $2,000 per square feet, very expensive. Even at 150,000 sf 
it would cost $1,500 per sf. 



c)  Separating the open stacks and pushing them into the "long room" seems 
very limiting for all those needing to use the stacks - will there be any seating in 
that area? 

d)  Access to the open book stacks from the rest of the library 
through walkways/ bridges across the atrium seems far. It can present a 
problem not only to the elderly, children and the disabled, but also to all those 
wanting to use the library collection, making it less accessible. Why not have 
bookshelves all over on each floor, near people and seating? 

e) The collection will also include business resources from SIBL, shrunk to 
fit the space (SIBL's circulating collection had about 40-50,000 volumes in 
business, science and technology, and according to an email (March 10, 2017), 
from NYPL through CM Dan Garodnick's office, there are still 450,000 volumes of 
research materials there) 

f) Room for the collection: after renovations there will be 400,000 volumes, but 
Mid-Manhattan's capacity before the renovations was 700,000. 

g) Rooftop terrace is a nice luxury, how much does it cost to create?  

4)   Sale of SIBL is a major mistake - SIBL, the Science Industry and Business 
Library, a major research library with a small circulating collection, was only 
completed, fully wired, in 1996, cost $100 million, 213,000 square feet. Five 
floors, holding 1.2 -1.6 million research materials sold in 2012 to Church Pension 
Group for $60.8 million, and three floors with the library itself sold for $93.4 
million in Dec. 2016 to Vulcan Real Estate for about 100,000 square feet, $930 
per square feet. The total sale amounted to $152.2 million, much less than 
either the $200 million cost of renovation of Mid-Manhattan or the 
estimated $317 million cost of renovation of the 42nd Street Library. Why 
sell such a beautiful, completely ready, award winning library, loved by 
many, next to the CUNY Graduate Center, at excellent location? Why not 
continue to collect research materials in science and technology? 

In my opinion these are bad budget decisions, with serious consequences for the 
entire NYPL system. Far too much funds are allocated to two library buildings out 
of 92, as described above. Please do not allow this to happen. 

In summary, the library’s essence is not how much space is empty but how large 
and good a collection it contains, how many people can be seated at tables, ease 
of access to both seating and the collection, having adequate number of 
computers, laptops and wiring for technology, as well as adequate well qualified 



and compensated staff and hours open, and ensuring smooth flow of both 
materials and people. 

Libraries are precious and must be protected and cherished, not sold at a 
time when more people than ever are needing and using them. We must not 
allow the power of real estate developers be greater than the power of 
knowledge. Transparency, accountability and oversight of the entire NYPL 
System is much needed. Please do not allow the sale of any public library, 
including SIBL, our major research library. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Veronika Conant M.L.S., retired from Hunter College Libraries 
past Pres., West 54 - 55 Street Block Association 
Member, Committee to Save the New York Public Library  Save NYPL 
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The Actors’ City Theater (ACT) Fund 

 
Executive Summary: 
For almost 70 years, Off-Broadway has been the epicenter of American theatrical creativity. 
Hundreds of institutions and producers each year present plays and musicals that experiment 
with the form, highlight socially important topics, or are simply excellent revivals of old classics. 
Over the decades, renowned shows that have become part of the national dialogue began in 
these venues, from The Fantasticks and Hair to Rent and Hamilton. 
 
The Off-Broadway theater scene is also an economic engine for the city, contributing over half a 
billion dollars to our economy in the 2009-10 season, even during the midst of the recession. 
 
And yet, between one and two thousand actors and stage managers who work in the 
Off-Broadway arena each year find themselves in economic distress. The average salaries are 
under $30,000 gross for jobs that often go beyond 50 hours a week. The theaters themselves 
are stretched thin, also victimized by rising rents and costs in a city that has grown far too 
expensive for lower and middle class workers. 
 
The end result for this artistic sector in crisis—both labor and management—is a gradual 
erosion of talent and institutions. Professionally trained artists with advanced degrees who are 
the best of the best, unable to pay their bills while employed at some of the city’s most 
prestigious theaters, end up debt-ridden and leave the business, the city, or both.  
 
Meanwhile, the federal government has made it all but impossible for working artists to exist, let 
alone thrive. With the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Congress and the Trump 
administration have eliminated what few protections existed in the tax code for middle and 
working class artists, as much as quadrupling their tax burden, and have disincentivized 
charitable giving, a blow to the artists’ nonprofit employers.  
 
In their own words, New York City’s Off-Broadway actors and stage managers address their 
love for and pride in the Off-Broadway community, vividly express their struggles, and share 
their fears for their future in the current political and economic climate. They need and deserve 
the city’s help. 
 
Our solution is The Actors’ City Theater (ACT) Fund, a concentrated fund within the Department 
of Cultural Affairs budget that will help subsidize our working stage managers and actors while 
they are employed at these hundreds of theaters in the Off-Broadway arena. It will help ensure 
our performing artists do not have to take second and third jobs, pile up debt, or declare 
bankruptcy; it will help our city’s institutions retain the best and brightest talent; and it will fortify 
our position as a city that values theater and recognizes its importance not only to tourists and 
the rest of the nation, but more importantly, to local citizens. 
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Part I. Off-Broadway Artists Are Going Broke...or Worse 
 
Nick Westrate was a recent graduate of Juilliard’s Drama Division living in Hamilton Heights a 
few years ago, when he enjoyed a continuous 52 weeks of employment at some of New York’s 
premier theaters, rare for an Off-Broadway actor. “I was even awarded a special Drama Desk 
Award for being a highlight of the season, a season in which I performed in four Off-Broadway 
plays in a row. But, unfortunately, at the end of that season”—three days before the ceremony, 
which Nick attended in a borrowed suit—“I had to declare bankruptcy. Even with the jobs that I 
worked during the day before my performances at night, I couldn’t keep up financially.” Nick, 
who grew up on a Michigan farm, borrowed money from his father to pay his attorney, but 
acknowledges, “Others are not so lucky. I don’t think you should need a trust fund or be a 
celebrity in order to work Off-Broadway. I worry that we might lose an entire generation of 
working class actors like me.” 
 
A 2015 study by Center for an Urban Future put the total number of artists living in New York 
City at 56,268, an all-time high, but the same study showed an increasing outward migration of 
artists to the city’s far reaches: “The city’s surging population and economy have made it 
increasingly difficult not only to find and afford an apartment but also the studio and practice 
space that have incubated New York's emerging artists for generations.”  In our theater 1

community, it means many workers like Nick struggle to survive, while their employers struggle 
to pay a fair wage and produce art, even while being an economic engine for the city. 
 
Like Nick, New York’s actors and stage managers often must work additional jobs at the same 
time they’re working full-time Off-Broadway, pile up debt trying to pay for rent and groceries, or 
declare bankruptcy. 
 
Lucas Caleb Rooney, who won Lortel and Drama Desk Awards for his performance in The 
Orphans Home Cycle at Signature Theatre and an Obie Award for Red Speedo at New York 
Theatre Workshop, says, “I’ve paid my rent with credit cards on occasion—I’ve carried debt for 
decades without being able to pay the minimum payment—all while having a terminal degree, 
being in the five percent of actors who have made it.”  
 
Brandon J. Dirden, who won Obie, AUDELCO, and Theater World awards for his performance 
in The Piano Lesson at the Signature Theater, sees a binary choice. “Do you want to be an 
Off-Broadway actor, or do you want to, like, do the American Dream thing?” He and his wife 
Crystal Dickinson are raising a family together in New Jersey. “We initially moved to Jersey 
because it was too expensive for just us,” says Brandon. “We were never in a position to save 
money, so we moved in with Crystal's parents in Jersey. This was before the thought of raising 
children. Since having a kid, the low wages have definitely prevented us from accepting jobs 

1 Forman, Adam and Matt A.V. Chaban. "Artists in Schools." Center for an Urban Future. July 2017. 
https://nycfuture.org/research/more-NYC-artists-fewer-studios-schools  
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Off-Broadway." Crystal, who won a Theater World Award the same year as Brandon, for her 
performance in Clybourne Park at Playwrights Horizons, says of Off-Broadway jobs, “I’ve had to 
say no a lot of times, because I simply couldn’t afford to pay for child care for my two-year-old 
son and work the Off-Broadway contract. And there’s a lot of people out there like me, and 
they’re not just worried about child care. There are also single people out there who are just 
worried about paying the rent, or how they’re going to get a MetroCard to even show up at the 
theater.” 
 
Ismenia Mendes, who won a Drama Desk Award for The Wayside Motor Inn at the Signature 
Theatre, recalls, “Sometimes my friends had to buy me dinner because I couldn’t always afford 
to eat.” 
 
Unfortunately, the economic stress of Off-Broadway wages leads some of our most acclaimed 
and talented performers and creators to drastic decisions: to leave the city, or leave the 
profession altogether. 
 
Keith Nobbs graduated from LaGuardia High School while living with his family in Kew Gardens 
and went on to a 19-year acting career, winning a Lucille Lortel Award for his performance in 
Four at MTC Stage II. In the 2015-2016 season, Keith says, “I did three Off-Broadway plays, 
struggled financially, and reached this point where I thought, ‘You’re not trapped by this.’” At 37 
Keith left the business to pursue his undergraduate degree and now studies cultural 
anthropology, human rights, and history. “Based on my Off-Broadway income, Stanford 
determined I was impoverished, so they gave me a full scholarship.” 
 
François Battiste won an Obie Award for his performance in The Good Negro at The Public 
Theater. “Our creative juices are always satisfied, but financially we find ourselves pretty 
destitute.” While working full-time Off-Broadway at Lincoln Center, François still needed to keep 
his second job caring for homeless youth at Covenant House. “Two years ago [in 2014], when 
my wife got pregnant with our second child, we moved to California. We didn’t move to L.A.. We 
moved to Sacramento to raise our kids, because we figured we’d have a better chance of 
raising them out there than in New York City, one of the most expensive cities.”  
 
Part II. Off-Broadway: An Economic Engine and a Force for Social Good 
 
The Mayor’s Office plans an economic impact study detailing what Off-Broadway contributes to 
our local economy today, but the most recent numbers from a few years ago, when the city was 
shaken by the Great Recession, still impress: according to the Off-Broadway Alliance, in the 
2009-10 season, 2.27 million tickets were sold to Off-Broadway shows—that’s more than the 
number of visitors to the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State Building, or Coney 
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Island—64% of them at nonprofit theaters, generating over $100 million in revenue and 
contributing over half a billion dollars to the local economy.   2

 
Off-Broadway is an artistic incubator for Broadway, for stages across the country and around 
the world. Of the last three shows to win the Tony for Best Musical, two of them, Hamilton and 
Fun Home, started Off-Broadway, and one of them, Dear Evan Hansen, included an 
Off-Broadway stretch before its Broadway transfer. The last two Tony winners for Best Play, 
Oslo and The Humans, also transferred from Off-Broadway. Broadway generated $1.5 billion in 
ticket sales this past theatrical season.  3

 
Off-Broadway has long shone a light on social problems affecting marginalized populations that 
sometimes go ignored by elected officials, as in the early days of the AIDS crisis. Robert 
Stanton, of Clinton Hill, an Obie winner for All in the Timing at Primary Stages, remembers of 
his first job, performing free Shakespeare in Central Park in 1985, that director and producer 
Joseph Papp “would let us go to see the matinees at The Public for free, and I saw a play that 
changed my life, that, in fact, saved my life: The Normal Heart by Larry Kramer.”  
 
Off-Broadway also amplifies diverse voices that are heard infrequently by the culture at large. 
Jose Llana, a Lortel nominee for his performance as Ferdinand Marcos in Here Lies Love at 
The Public: ”I’ve learned that the real work, and the most exciting work, and, to be honest, as an 
actor of color, the most daring work, where people tend to hire people who look like me, is 
Off-Broadway.” 
 
The term "Off-Broadway" has historically and academically been used to describe professional 
venues in New York City that specifically house 100-499 audience members. However, when 
we refer to Off-Broadway, we are referring to shows within the five boroughs from producers 
and institutions that adhere to certain contracts with our trade union, Actors' Equity Association. 
These contracts are all gradated to give producers tiered rights in exchange for corresponding 
salaries and benefits afforded our union members. The contracts we refer to when we discuss 
the Off-Broadway arena are: Off-Broadway, LORT (League of Residential Theaters), Mini, 
Transition, and individually-negotiated Letters of Agreement (LOA), whose regulations are 
mostly pursuant to the Off-Broadway contract with the major exception of salary.  4

 
Producers and institutions entering into these contracts with our union and hiring our actors and 
stage managers to work under these contracts have acknowledged that our members should be 
paid at least minimum wage. Unfortunately, current minimum wage in New York City for our 

2 Off-Broadway Alliance. “Economic Impact Report - 2009/2010.” 2011. If we assume the same 12% 
growth as Broadway has seen since the ‘09-10 season, we can reasonably expect this number to be 2.54 
million tickets for the prior theatrical year. 
3 The Broadway League. “Statistics--Broadway in NYC.” 2017. 
https://www.broadwayleague.com/research/statistics-broadway-nyc/  
4 Please see our addendum graphic on page 14 for more information on these contracts. 
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creative professionals is far below what we need to stay financially solvent, and sometimes 
difficult for producers to meet. 
 
A decent, living wage for Off-Broadway actors and stage managers would ensure that people 
from all economic backgrounds could contribute their voices and be heard. But now, while these 
artists contribute so much to the city’s wealth—a city with a GDP comparable to that of Canada, 
a G7 economy —the city’s wealth chokes its artists. 5

 
Part III. Decades of Deprivation 
 
Francis Jue, who won Obie and Lortel awards for Yellow Face at The Public, says, “I’m tired of 
counting on being thousands of dollars poorer at the end of an Off-Broadway run than I was at 
the beginning of rehearsal.”  
 
Kristine Nielsen of the Upper West Side, whose 34 Off-Broadway credits include Vanya and 
Sonia and Masha and Spike at Lincoln Center, for which she received a Tony nomination when 
it moved to Broadway, agrees: “I’m tired. I’m tired of not being able to keep up in the economic 
life of this city, New York.” 
 
In 2008, because of the Great Recession, Actors’ Equity Association, in its negotiations with the 
League of Off-Broadway Theatres and Producers, the group representing this cluster of 
commercial producers and nonprofit institutions, agreed to a wage freeze. 
 
But Off-Broadway actors and stage managers had already suffered through decades of 
substandard wages.  
 
Reed Birney, who, 40 years after his Off-Broadway debut, won the 2016 Tony Award for Best 
Actor for The Humans (which he originated Off-Broadway at the Roundabout Theatre 
Company), has only felt the pressure intensify with age and experience: “The question always 
was, ‘How will I pay my bills?’ It was a huge stress for many, many, many years. And now that 
I’m older and looking at what retirement might be, I realize that because I’ve worked 
Off-Broadway for so long, my pension is equally small and certainly is not enough to support a 
family, let alone me.” 
 
When the Off-Broadway contract came up for renegotiation in 2016, the six wealthiest nonprofit 
theaters in the group—Atlantic Theater Company, New York Theatre Workshop, Second Stage, 
Playwrights Horizons, Signature Theatre, and the Public Theater—had operating budgets 
ranging from $4 million to $41 million. And yet actors could expect to make only $593 per week 
in many of their spaces.  6

5 Florida, Richard. “The Economic Power of Global Cities Compared to Nations.” CityLab. 2017. 
https://www.citylab.com/life/2017/03/the-economic-power-of-global-cities-compared-to-nations/519294/  
6 This $593 figure was a galvanizing number for our campaign in the Off-Broadway, as it represented a 
very common number among the multimillion dollar institutions as well as commercial producers for our 
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$593 per week was just a six percent increase from the wage in those spaces 30 years earlier, 
when adjusted for inflation. Robert Stanton remembers, “When I first made Off-Broadway 
minimum in 1985, I made $250 a week. $250 a week adjusted for inflation to 2016 dollars works 
out to $560 a week. So that’s a raise we’ve been given of about a dollar a year, basically a flat 
line. Meanwhile, the cost of living in New York City has increased exponentially. My rent alone 
has gone up 735% in the intervening 31 years, and I have a really good deal.” 
 
$593 per week is almost exactly what the MIT Living Wage Calculator describes as a mere 
subsistence wage in the New York metropolitan area : the amount a single person needs to 7

make rent, prepare all meals at home from scratch with the lowest cost ingredients, buy single 
warm weather and cold weather outfits, and meet their other, most basic expenses, with no 
prospect of saving money for the future or paying for any of the things that many Americans 
take for granted—such as cable, cell phone, or internet service, leisure activities, or providing 
for children —and not taking into account the 2.25 percent unions dues that all Equity members 8

pay, nor the ten percent agent commission paid by the vast majority of actors working 
Off-Broadway.  
 
In a 2016 union survey, Equity members reported needing an average net income of $815 per 
week just to make ends meet ; union actors working in many Off-Broadway spaces were taking 9

home, after taxes, almost $500 less per week than they needed. 
 
A group of actors had organized secretly in anticipation of the 2016 negotiations, and they 
emboldened the union to negotiate more aggressively for higher wages; this group of activists, 
Fair Wage OnStage, through their social media and press campaigns , petitions , and 10 11

boots-on-the-ground agitation in tandem with their union, on whose negotiating team they 
managed to find seats, helped Equity achieve gains of 16% in wages in commercial houses and 

salary—a number that comes in under a $30,000 annual salary. When we extend the theaters to include 
the other companies that have contracts with Actors’ Equity in New York currently, we calculate that the 
actual average gross weekly salary was below that—$584.67, a number to which we’ll return. 
7 Glasmeier, Amy K.. Living Wage Calculator: New York County. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
2017. http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/36061 
8 Nadeau, Carey Anne and Amy K. Glasmeier. “User’s Guide / Technical Notes.” Living Wage Calculator. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 2016. 
http://livingwage.mit.edu/resources/Living-Wage-User-Guide-and-Technical-Notes-2016.pdf  
9 Shaw, Helen. “‘There’s a real humiliation I feel’: The struggle for fair wages Off Broadway.” The 
Guardian. November 14, 2016. 
10 All of the testimony from actors in this proposal were taken from their own videos, made for the 2016 
Fair Wage OnStage Off-Broadway contract campaign, viewable at 
http://fairwageonstage.org/history/2016-off-broadway-campaign-video-testimonials/ 
11 “Letter to Management.” Fair Wage OnStage. June 27, 2016. 
http://fairwageonstage.org/fairwageonstage-petition-to-off-broadway-producers/ 
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between 32% and 81% in nonprofit theaters Off-Broadway over the five-year life of the new 
contract, without a work stoppage.  12

 
We have further to go.  
 
In 2018, of all the Off-Broadway institutional theaters and independent producers, 
 

● only 4 spaces pay actors $900-995 per week, a "middle class” wage   13

 
● 14 spaces pay $600-690 per week 

 
● 55 companies pay less than $600 per week, and 

 
● the lowest-paid actors, spanning numerous companies and spaces, receive 

minimum wage. 
 
Theaters themselves, burdened by the prohibitively expensive cost of doing business in the city, 
struggle to pay actors and stage managers Equity minimums, wrestling with the ethics of trying 
both to pay artists a fair wage and to survive as institutions. As the Off-Broadway League’s 
Equity contract matures into the year 2021, the pressure on these institutions will be even 
greater. 
 
After last year’s contentious negotiation, rank-and-file Equity actors from Fair Wage OnStage 
reached out to their colleagues in artistic leadership of Off-Broadway theaters for a series of 
conversations about arts funding.  
 
The actors were inspired by their time on Capitol Hill, advocating for the preservation and 
expansion of the National Endowment of the Arts; while Congress expanded the NEA by $7 
million, the actors were aware of both how precarious the NEA is in the current national climate, 
and also how little New York’s nonprofit theaters can rely on it.  
 
They were also sensitive to the Trump administration’s hostility toward unions and indifference 
to the middle class. Now Off-Broadway and, indeed, all professional theater workers face a new 
threat from Washington, D.C.. 
 
Part IV. Congress and the President Declare War on Working Artists 
 

12 Paulson, Michael and Jennifer Schuesler. “Off Broadway Equity Actors and Stage Managers Win Pay 
Increase.” New York Times. November 18, 2016. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/19/arts/off-broadway-equity-actors-and-stage-managers-win-pay-increa
se.html?_r=0 
13 Middle class as according to this calculator: 
http://money.cnn.com/interactive/economy/middle-class-calculator/index.html  
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Now that the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act is law, performing artists, who previously were given 
special dispensation for unreimbursed business expenses, like the 12.25 percent withheld from 
their paychecks for union dues and agent commission, will find the new tax code ruinous.  
 
“‘These draconian changes are mean,’ said Equity Treasurer-Secretary Sandra Karas, who 
also is a practicing tax lawyer and has prepared by her own estimate hundreds, probably 
thousands of entertainers’ tax returns. ‘They slap working people in the face … workers get the 
shaft…. I guess that’s the purpose. It will change the math of how long people can stay in the 
industry.’” Shortly before the bill passed, she “ran four before and after example 1040s using 
real 2016 returns (with personal information redacted) and provided them to The Hollywood 
Reporter exclusively. It showed that the middle class is expected to suffer hefty increases under 
the new legislation, and that the poor will get soaked even worse: 
 

● “An actor who earns about $97,000 (about three-quarters from pension and investments) 
paid $12,434 in taxes, but would have paid $15,579 under the new law, an increase of 
$3,145 or 25 percent. 

● “Another actor, who earned over $87,000 paid $9,665 in taxes, but would have paid 
$13,294 under the Republican legislation, an increase of $3,629 or 37 percent. 

● “An actor who earned about $28,000 paid taxes of $513 but would have paid $1,726 if 
the new law had been in place, an increase of $1,213 or 236 percent. That means 
his/her taxes more than tripled. 

●  “A married couple, both performers, who earned about $65,000 (or $32,000 each) paid 
$1,228 in taxes but would have owed $4,535 under the new law, an increase of $3,307 
or 269 percent. In other words, their taxes nearly quadrupled.”  14

 
Theaters are also in danger: the increase of the standard deduction will disincentivize charitable 
giving. Previously, the charitable deduction was available to the roughly 35 percent of filers who 
itemize their tax returns. With the standard deduction doubled, now 90-95 percent of filers will 
not itemize, thus limiting the charitable deduction to only five to ten percent of filers. The Tax 
Policy Center estimates this change will reduce charitable giving up to $20 billion annually,  15

which nonprofit theaters will find no less ruinous. The new tax law further imperils a community 
at risk and fractures the shaky ground on which they stand.  
 
Off-Broadway stage managers and actors took to social media to express the anxiety 
engendered by the new law. Carson Elrod of Bushwick, a two-time Lucille Lortel Award 
nominee for The Heir Apparent at Classic Stage Company and The Explorers’ Club at MTC 
Stage II, wrote in December, “My Facebook feed is full of my friends discussing how to become 
corporations to avoid being financially destroyed by the GOP tax bill. This is 2017: to survive in 
America, you have to surrender your humanity, your dignity, your labor, and your personality to 

14 Handel, Jonathan. “Study: New Tax Bill ‘Shafts’ Working Entertainers But Stars Are Untouched.” The 
Hollywood Reporter. December 14, 2017. 
15 Gates, Chris. “Nonprofits are the unintended victims of the new tax bill.” The Hill. December 29, 2017. 
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become a corporation. What shall I call myself when I likely will have to follow course? Once 
Human Productions? Formerly A Person Productions?” 
 
Part V. Our Proposal: The Actors’ City Theater (ACT) Fund 
 
Jason Ralph, a young actor who performed in Peter and the Starcatcher at New World Stages, 
sees an opportunity: “I think these unfair wages are the symptom for the need of a cultural shift 
in the perception of the value of the arts.” 
 
Having agreed that low wages harm the Off-Broadway community, that the climate makes it 
difficult for management to rectify the problem, and that the problems plaguing this cluster of 
businesses and its artistic workers are now even more acute due to changes in the federal tax 
code, Off-Broadway's artistic workers and artistic leadership have come together to ask the city 
for help by collectivizing the cost of fair wages among the public.  
 
The New York City Department of Cultural Affairs budget fluctuates according to the constraints 
of the city’s needs, and, to its credit, the city’s giving dwarfs that of any other city in the country, 
as well as sometimes surpassing the size of the NEA. But 70 percent of those funds go to 30 
institutions in the city charter, the Cultural Institutions Group, and the rest is dispensed among 
1600 others. We don’t suggest to take money from the CIG—though, being the canopy of our 
ecosystem, they do absorb a lot of public funding, and not enough money gets to the floor 
below, to nurture the roots, the small companies and the artists who work in them.  
 
We suggest that public funds be allocated to the Department of Cultural Affairs to aid the living 
human matter on the floor of our ecosystem, the professional artists themselves who have 
dedicated their lives and careers to working in New York City. 
 
We propose the creation of The Actors’ City Theater Fund to help contracted Equity actors 
and stage managers living and working in New York City, citizens who contribute so much to the 
city’s life, to live lives of dignity, free of quiet panic.  
 
Administered by the Department of Cultural Affairs, The ACT Fund would subsidize Equity 
workers’ wages at and through nonprofit institutions. By subsidizing wages for the artistic labor 
that feeds the cultural and economic engine of New York, making it a city that values and 
ensures stability for working artists, The ACT Fund could become a model for arts funding 
across the United States. 
 
In a 2016 union survey, Equity members reported needing an average net income of $813 per 
week; as of 2016, they required a Necessary Weekly Gross Salary of $1300, before taxes. The 
fund would help nonprofit theaters to pay contracted Equity actors and stage managers the 
difference between established union minimums and the Necessary Weekly Gross Salary. The 
Necessary Weekly Gross Salary would be subject to an annual cost of living adjustment based 
on the cost of living index. 
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Nonprofit theaters within the five boroughs of New York City using contracted Equity workers 
(under Off-Broadway, LORT, Transition, and Mini contracts, or Letters of Agreement to 
Off-Broadway or LORT contracts ), at which established Equity minimums fall below the 16

Necessary Weekly Gross Salary, would be eligible for the fund. Those theaters are responsible 
for raising the money for and paying Equity minimum salaries and corresponding pension and 
health payments. Theaters may only use moneys from the fund to pay Equity workers the 
difference between the Equity minimum weekly salary and the Necessary Weekly Gross Salary, 
not to pay the Equity minimum, or for any other production, administrative, or physical 
expenses.  
 
Ideally, theaters would factor in and submit paperwork for The ACT Fund in advance of 
rehearsals and performances for a given production, during the process of drawing up a 
production budget, so that the subsidy would appear directly in artists’ paychecks. But theaters 
could apply retroactively, and funds could be disbursed from the city and distributed to the 
workers, no later than thirteen weeks after the weekly pay period for which the theater seeks the 
subsidy. Immediate supplementary payment would free workers from economic strain, but a 
reimbursement arriving within the annual quarter would still provide Equity workers with relief 
and enable them to plan financially. 
 
Using figures from the 2015-16 Theatrical Season Report made by Actors’ Equity Association , 17

we make the rough estimate that in the previous theatrical season, just over 1,500 contracts 
were issued to Actors’ Equity members in the nonprofit Off-Broadway arena we are intent on the 
fund covering.  These workers grossed an average of $584.70 per week. To fill the gap 18

between this and our ideal wage, the ACT Fund would subsidize our members with, on average, 
around $700/week. The average nonprofit theater contract for an actor or stage manager is nine 
weeks long. This would come out to an average of $6,300 per contract. For 1,500 contracts over 
a theatrical year, this would require the fund to disburse roughly $9,450,000.  
 
With a population of over 8.5 million, that the numbers of either model land between one and 
two dollars per taxpayer in New York City is somewhat poetic.  
 
Alternatively, a tax of just one dollar on Broadway tickets—grossing almost $1.5 billion in 2016, 
with 13,270,000 tickets sold—would easily pay for the fund and establish a surplus.   19

 

16 All names of contracts that Actors’ Equity Association has agreed upon with theaters and producers, all 
with slightly different entitlements and rules. 
17 DiPaulo, Steven. “Actors’ Equity Association 2015-2016 Theatrical Season Report.” 2016. 
http://www.actorsequity.org/docs/about/AEA_Annual_15-16.pdf  
18 Again, this includes not only Off-Broadway proper, but also non-profit theaters that produce in spaces 
with 99 seats or fewer in all five boroughs, provided they operate on an AEA contract.  
19 2016-17 will be the third year in a row that more than 13 million tickets were sold to Broadway shows, 
according to the Broadway League. 
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New York City's theatrical offerings draw tourists from the rest of the state, the country, and the 
world, and those Off-Broadway alone contribute over half a billion dollars to the city’s economy. 
The Off-Broadway arena is a creative incubator where major contributions to our nation's 
cultural footprint begin. The idea that the artistic laborers inherent to these contributions are 
scraping by in near-poverty is an ethical nightmare, bodes ill for future creation, and potentially 
threatens New York's unique position as an artistic capital of the world.  
 
If our nation cannot subsidize our theater workers—and, further, imperils their finances—our city 
must. The ACT Fund would be a step toward establishing a basic, universal income for 
professional, working, New York actors and stage managers, and would set a prevailing wage 
at a level that would enable them to live sustainable lives while they’re working Off-Broadway 
helping the city to retain the workers who contribute so much to its life and wealth.  
 
Part VI. New York City Could Save Us 
 
Lupita Nyong’o of Prospect Heights, winner of the Academy Award for Best Actress for 12 
Years a Slave and an Obie Award for Eclipsed at The Public Theater, observes, “These are 
artists that give their time, their heart, and their soul to their craft, but their wages are anemic 
and quite frankly unsustainable.” 
 
They deserve help.  
 
With the establishment of The ACT Fund to help the community of Off-Broadway stage 
managers and actors, New York City would be both benefactor and beneficiary. 
 
Marsha Stephanie Blake, an actor with over a dozen Off-Broadway credits, assures us, “In the 
end, we’ll all benefit from it.” 
 
Most directly, the artistic labor—almost 2,000 actors and stage managers who work both on and 
off stage annually, at and out of the theater—will benefit from receiving the financial and 
figurative backing from the city. 19,000 citizens of New York City are members of Actors’ Equity 
Association, spread out across many neighborhoods, with large pockets in Astoria, Sunnyside, 
Forest Hills, Kew Gardens, Washington Heights, Crown Heights, Midwood, Prospect-Lefferts 
Gardens, Ditmas Park, and of course Midtown’s Manhattan Plaza.  
 
Liv Rooth, who has had to take a leave from Off-Broadway for financial reasons and was 
rehearsing in Houston when Hurricane Harvey hit, accumulated “an incredible amount of debt,” 
while working these contracts, “even more than I incurred in my three years of grad school while 
living in New York, even while working several restaurant jobs. I had to ask a group of very 
respected artists that I'd worked with before to build into my contract that I was allowed to leave 
rehearsal early some days to make it to my restaurant…. I was exhausted.” 
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The theaters will benefit by being able to employ the best and the brightest talent, having 
access to a broad, diverse talent set, and having their workers healthy and able to bring their 
most productive selves to the workplace without holding down multiple jobs. Creating a richer, 
healthier ecosystem means that more people from diverse backgrounds can participate in and 
contribute to the making of theater, and the theater can more accurately reflect and illuminate 
life in New York City. 
 
Maria Dizzia, a frequent collaborator with playwright Sarah Ruhl on and Off-Broadway, and a 
Tony nominee for Ruhl’s In the Next Room, or: The Vibrator Play, reminds us, “The building is 
not the theater, the theater is the community.” 
 
Beyond the theater community, audiences will benefit by hearing the different voices that 
comprise our city’s multiethnic and multiracial demography. The local businesses surrounding 
the theaters benefit; a strong, vibrant theater scene helps neighboring restaurants and stores 
thrive. And Off-Broadway will continue to feed Broadway, which generates almost a billion and a 
half dollars in ticket sales alone. 
 
David Cromer, actor and two-time Obie-winning director of Our Town, The Adding Machine, 
and this year’s Broadway smash The Band’s Visit, which premiered at the Atlantic Theater 
Company: “Off-Broadway is not minor league. It's not a training ground. It's not a place where 
you work for love. It is one of the central engines of the world theater, and the artists must be 
paid accordingly.” 
 
And finally, the city itself will further cement its status not only as a sanctuary city, but as a 
global cultural capital and haven for artists striving for the middle class. A thriving theater scene 
will have tangible benefits—greater audience participation, a healthier working actor 
demographic, a richer tapestry of faces, voices, and stories to reflect the city, and economic 
rewards for businesses throughout the metropolis.  
 
Robust and healthy actors and stage managers make up part of a robust and healthy cultural 
sector. And, as noted by Comptroller Scott Stringer, “A robust and healthy cultural sector 
supports a robust and healthy democracy and economy.”  20

 
Crystal Dickinson: “We make the impossible possible all the time in the theater, and I don't 
think this is any different.” 
 
 
  

20 Stringer, Scott M. “Culture Shock: The Importance of National Arts Funding to New York City’s Cultural 
Landscape.” March 9, 2017. 
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/culture-shock-the-importance-of-national-arts-funding-to-new-york-citys
-cultural-landscape/  

12 

https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/culture-shock-the-importance-of-national-arts-funding-to-new-york-citys-cultural-landscape/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/reports/culture-shock-the-importance-of-national-arts-funding-to-new-york-citys-cultural-landscape/
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Testimony of C. M. Pyle, Ph.D., to the New York City Council Committee on Cultural 

Affairs, Libraries and International Intergroup Relations Budget and Oversight Hearing of 

16 March, 2018, in the Committee Room, City Hall,   on the Fiscal Year 2019 Preliminary 

Budget, the Preliminary Capital Plan for FY 2019-2022, and the FY 2018 Preliminary 

Mayor's Management Report. 

The Financial and Functional Impact of the Proposed Major Alterations to the Mid-

Manhattan and the Main Research Branches of the New York Public Library on 

Learning and Research.  
 

Cynthia M. Pyle, New York City   (Active Independent Scholar, Fellow of the American 

Academy in Rome; National Science Foundation Individual Grant Recipient; Fellow of the 

Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study; Fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the 

Visual Arts, The National Gallery, Washington, D.C.; Co-Chair of the Columbia University 

Seminar in the Renaissance)    <c.m.pyle@nyu.edu> 

 

To: 

James G. Van Bramer, Chair   jvanbramer@council.nyc.gov 
Joseph C. Borrelli                    Borelli@council.nyc.gov 

Laurie A. Cumbo                     LCumbo@council.nyc.gov    

Karen Koslowitz                      Koslowitz@council.nyc.gov 

Francisco P. Moya                   FMoya@council.nyc.gov 

&cc to:   

Manhattan Borough Pres. Gale Brewer       gbrewer@manhattanbp.nyc.gov 

NYC Council Speaker Corey Johnson         SpeakerJohnson@council.nyc.gov 

Council Member Keith Powers                   KPowers@council.nyc.gov 

David Ginsberg, Legislative Director to Chair Van Bramer      dginsberg@council.nyc.gov 

Matthew Wallace, Chief of Staff                                                mwallace@council.nyc.gov 

Council Member Helen Rosenthal   HRosenthal@council.nyc.gov 

 

Chairman Van Bramer, Members of the City Council, thank you for holding this hearing. 

 

    The recent so-called documentary film by Frederick Wiseman "Ex Libris" is really a feel-good 

movie about the social roles libraries can play.  But it represents a travesty of what a research 

library is about.  It was made at the behest and with the backing of the New York Public Library, 

by a person who admits to having spent very little of his long lifetime in libraries.  In fact, it 

reminded one of Samuel Butler's Erewhon, a cutting social satire, brought to life and applied to 

the functions of libraries, but without even a hint of irony.  While we all credit public circulating 

libraries for our positive childhood experiences of libraries and their books, adult needs and uses 

of libraries are quite different.  They are centered on research, as the founders of the New York 

Public Library -- Astor and Lenox -- well knew.  Once one reaches the age of about 12 or 14, a 

library serves a different purpose from a place to read Mary Poppins, Peter Rabbit or Dr. 

Doolittle, charming and instructive though those books are.  

 

http://jvanbramer@council.nyc.gov
http://Borelli@council.nyc.gov
http://Koslowitz@council.nyc.gov
http://FMoya@council.nyc.gov
http://gbrewer@manhattanbp.nyc.gov
http://SpeakerJohnson@council.nyc.gov
http://KPowers@council.nyc.gov
mailto:dginsberg@council.nyc.gov
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    By a child's high school years, in other words, if not before in some cases, libraries take on the 

function of banks of resources for research.  This is true in spite of the growth of the ephemeral 

digital library resources now used fruitfully by us all.  Once one reaches the Age of Reasoned 

Research, one is in need of more focused materials -- and more than one source at a time, 

viewable on more than only one screen at a time.  One is in need of physical BOOKS, made of 

paper and ink, preferably bound in boards -- and several at a time on one's desk -- usually a 

burgeoning number as one proceeds -- for comparison of sources.  Most of us cannot afford 10 

computers, or even 10 monitors -- which would in any case be extremely cumbersome and would 

still each require scrolling to elicit information from any given text.  As I have pointed out a 

number of times, the scroll began to dwindle in popularity once the CODEX, the book with 

separate pages we all know and love (ask Amazon! or Abe Books!), came into existence around 

the turn of the first millennium. 

 

    It is now, therefore, time to ask recent Architects of Research Libraries: WHY ATRIA?  Why 

hundreds of millions of dollars spent on EMPTY spaces, that could and should be filled by 

physical BOOKS?  Why are the remarkable stacks in the 42nd Street Research Library, so 

ingeniously constructed to support the two vastly popular and well-used Reading Rooms, STILL 

EMPTY of at least 3 MILLION BOOKS, still stored off-site to their and their readers' detriment?  

The perennial excuse, Air Conditioning, is easy and cheap to fix.  (But please note what has 

happened in Puerto Rico upon the failure of electricity in hermetically sealed spaces in 

Museums: Mold and Rot. [NYTimes, 15iii18]) The stacks are easily and cheaply connected, as 

they always were, until recently, to the reading rooms.  Renewing or upgrading these facilities is 

desirable and simple and, I repeat, CHEAP.  How on earth did the Board of the NYPL get it into 

its head to make such a problem of such a simple need?  Is there some outside interest (or 

several) involved?  Why has so much money been squandered in this interminable process when 

such simple solutions are at hand?  And what became of the 1999 Architectural Contest Plans to 

renovate the Mid-Manhattan Branch Circulating Library, with the equally simple addition of 

income-producing spaces? 

 

    I refer you once again to Sebastian Brant's 15th Century social satire, Ship of Fools, Chapter 1: 

"On Useless Books" (i.e., useless, except as ornaments, to the Fool): 
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[Rough modern translation:  I am the first fool of all the whole navy / To keep the pomp, the 

helm and even the sail / For this is my mind, this one pleasure have I / Of books to have great 

plenty and apparel. / I take no wisdom from them, nor yet avail / Nor them perceive not; And 

then I them despise / Thus am I a fool and all that assumes that guise.] 

Thank you. 

C. M. Pyle 
Intellectual and Cultural Historian 
Co-Chair, Columbia University Seminar in the Renaissance 
(Ph.D. Columbia University;  
Fellow, American Academy in Rome 1978;  
NSF Individual Grant 1988-89;  
Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts iii-iv2001;  
Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study 2002-3) 

http://sites.google.com/site/cynthiampyle/ 
https://nyu.academia.edu/CMPyle 
 

http://sites.google.com/site/cynthiampyle/
https://nyu.academia.edu/CMPyle
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